We present formulation and numerical solution of two-phase multicomponent diffusion and natural convection in porous media. Thermal diffusion, pressure diffusion, and molecular diffusion are included in the diffusion expression from thermodynamics of irreversible processes.
Introduction
Proper initialization is an important aspect of reliable reservoir simulations. The use of the Gibbs segregation condition generally cannot provide reliable initialization in hydrocarbon reservoirs. This is caused, in part, by the effect of thermal diffusion (caused by the geothermal temperature gradient), which cannot be neglected in some cases; thermal diffusion might be the main phenomenon affecting compositional variation in hydrocarbon reservoirs, especially for near-critical gas/condensate reservoirs (Ghorayeb et al. 2003) .
Generally, temperature increases with increasing burial depth because heat flows from the Earth's interior toward the surface. The temperature profile, or geothermal gradient, is related to the thermal conductivity of a body of rock and the heat flux.
Thermal conductivity is not necessarily uniform because it depends on the mineralogical composition of the rock, the porosity, and the presence of water or gas. Therefore, differences in thermal conductivity between adjacent lithologies can result in a horizontal temperature gradient. Horizontal temperature gradients in some offshore fields can be observed because of a constant water temperature (approximately 4°C) in different depths in the seabed floor.
The horizontal temperature gradient causes natural convection that might have a significant effect on species distribution (Firoozabadi 1999) . The combined effects of diffusion (pressure, thermal, and molecular) and natural convection on compositional variation in multicomponent mixtures in porous media have been investigated for single-phase systems (Riley and Firoozabadi 1998; Ghorayeb and Firoozabadi 2000a) . The results from these references show the importance of natural convection, which, in some cases, overrides diffusion and results in a uniform composition. Natural convection also can result in increased horizontal compositional variation, an effect similar to that in a thermogravitational column (Ghorayeb and Firoozabadi 2001; Nasrabadi et al. 2006) .
The combined effect of convection and diffusion on species separation has been the subject of many experimental studies.
Separation in a thermogravitational column with both effects has been measured widely (Schott 1973; Costeseque 1982; El Mataaoui 1986) . The thermogravitational column consists of two isothermal vertical plates with different temperatures separated by a narrow space. The space can be either without a porous medium or filled with a porous medium. The thermal diffusion, in a binary mixture, causes one component to segregate to the hot plate and the other to the cold plate. Because of the density gradient caused by temperature and concentration gradients, convection flow occurs and creates a concentration difference between the top and bottom of the column. Analytical and numerical models have been presented to analyze the experimental results (Lorenz and Emery 1959; Jamet et al. 1992; Nasrabadi et al. 2006 ). The experimental and theoretical studies show that the composition difference between the top and bottom of the column increases with permeability until an optimum permeability is reached. Then, the composition difference declines as permeability increases. The process in a thermogravitational column shows the significance of the convection from a horizontal temperature gradient.
Hydrocarbon reservoirs in general are not in an equilibrium state mainly because of the geothermal temperature gradient. Temperature gradient produces entropy, and, therefore, the criterion of the equilibrium cannot be invoked to initialize composition, fluidphase distribution, and pressure. If there is a gas/oil contact (GOC), one may assume equilibrium only at the interface between the gas and oil phases. The fluids in the gas cap and the oil leg are not in equilibrium. Pederson and Lindeloff (2003) have included thermal diffusion in a 1D vertical model for a single phase at steady state to account for thermal diffusion in compositional variation in hydrocarbon reservoirs. They express the influence of temperature gradient in terms of partial molar enthalpies of fluid components and compare the results of their model and the isothermal model with measured compositional variation from two fields. Their work shows an increase of segregation from thermal diffusion. Høier and Whitson (2001) provide a quantitative comparison between various 1D convection-free (without convection) models at steady state with thermal diffusion. They also present two field case histories: one in which an isothermal model can describe the compositional gradients, and another in which the isothermal model does not agree with measured data. Ghorayeb et al. (2003) provide a model for convection-free compositional variation accounting for pressure, thermal, and molecular diffusion in a two-phase state. However, to the best of our knowledge, the combined effect of convection and diffusion in two-phase hydrocarbon reservoirs has not yet been studied. This paper is organized as follows: first, the mathematical model describing the convection/diffusion flow of two-phase multicomponent fluids is presented. Second, we briefly describe the numerical approach used to solve this problem. Finally, we present results for a binary mixture of C 1 and C 3 and a 10-component reservoir fluid.
Mathematical Formulation Species Conservation Equation.
The mass conservation for component i in a two-phase, n c -component fluid can be written as (see details in Appendix A):
where 
where
and D ji P are the molecular-diffusion coefficients, the thermal-diffusion coefficients, and the pressure-diffusion coefficients, respectively. Details of the diffusion coefficients are provided in Ghorayeb and Firoozabadi (2000b) and Firoozabadi et al. (2000) . The above diffusion coefficients are, in general, different for gas and liquid phases.
To include the effect of porous media on molecular diffusion coefficients, we use (Brigham et al. 1961; Perkins and Johnston 1963 ) where DЈ, D, and F are the molecular-diffusion coefficient in porous media, the molecular-diffusion coefficient in open space, and the formation resistivity factor. The term 1/F usually varies between 0.15 and 0.7, depending on the lithology of the porous media (Pirson 1958; Brigham et al. 1961) . For the effect of porous media on thermal-and pressure-diffusion coefficients, to the best of our knowledge, there is not much work in the literature. However, the porous media clearly would have an effect on the thermal-and pressure-diffusion coefficients. In this work, we also use Eq. 4 for thermal-and pressure-diffusion coefficients. This assumption can be justified using the fact that thermal and pressure diffusion are molecular fluxes caused by temperature and pressure gradient, respectively.
Pressure Equation.
Using the volume-balance method by Acs et al. (1985) , we write the pressure equation (see Appendix B):
d dp
where and The terms V Ti and C T represent two-phase partial molar volume and two-phase isothermal compressibility, respectively. The above formulation applies to the general case of a 3D domain. In this work, we focus on a 2D vertical rectangular porous medium of width b and height h (see Fig. 1 ).
Temperature Profile. We assign a temperature field in the domain and do not include the energy equation in our calculations because it would unduly complicate the problem. Temperature measurements in a petroleum reservoir with modern tools are much easier than composition measurements. Vertical temperature gradients are often linear based on extensive measurements in the literature. Horizontal temperature gradients may or may not be linear. We have examined several measured horizontal temperatures from fields in different parts of the world. The data indicate linear temperature gradients in some fields. Note that natural convection is from the horizontal temperature gradient. Without the horizontal temperature gradient, there is no convection.
Similar to Riley and Firoozabadi (1998) , we assume that the reservoir is bounded by rock that has constant temperature gradients in the horizontal and vertical directions. We also assume that the conductive flow of heat in the reservoir is much greater than the convective heat flow. Using these assumptions, the solution of the energy equation will have roughly the same temperature gradients as the bounding rock (Riley and Firoozabadi 1998 ). Therefore, for temperature we write T‫ס‬T x x+T z z+a, where T x and T z are the temperature gradients in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. If we set the temperature at x‫ס‬x 0 and z‫ס‬z 0 equal to
Boundary/Initial Conditions. Appropriate boundary and initial conditions are required to complete the two-phase multicomponent formulation. As mentioned earlier, the cross section is assumed to be bounded by an impervious rock so that the normal total mass flux for all the components vanishes at the boundaries:
In Eq. 8, n is the unit normal vector. The objective of our work, as we will explain later, is the steady-state solution of the unsteady-state problem. The steady-state solution should be independent of initial conditions as long as we place the same number of moles of each species in the domain. We can use various initial conditions in the above formulation. One can start, for instance, with a constant overall composition (in either a single-phase or a two-phase domain) and constant pressure in the entire 2D cross section. One also can use a specified composition and pressure distribution based on pressure and composition at a reference point using the convection-free model presented by Ghorayeb et al. (2003) ; a summary of the model is provided in Appendix C. The examples presented in this work use both approaches for setting the initial conditions. In our experience, these two types of initial conditions show successful convergence to the steady-state solution. The steady-state solution is independent of the initial condition as long as the total amount of species in the domain is the same.
Model Assumptions and Limitations.
This model is limited to the conditions when there is no filling or leakage; we assume a closed boundary. We also assume that the reservoir is in a steadystate condition.
Numerical Approach
There are a number of approaches that can be used in the numerical solution of the above equations. The two basic approaches are the coupled approach and the decoupled approach. In this work, we apply the decoupled approach based on the volume-balance method by Acs et al. (1985) . Kendall et al. (1983) and Watts (1986) present a similar scheme, adding a sequential implicit step.
In the volume-balance method, phase-equilibrium equations are separated from pressure and species-conservation equations (Eqs. 5 and 1, respectively). In other words, we first calculate the pressure and overall composition in the domain and then perform phase-equilibrium calculations unlike the coupled approach [e.g., Young and Stephenson (1983) ] that solves all the equations simultaneously. As a result, we can implement stability analysis in the formulation in a simple way. In the problem that we are solving in this paper, it is important to avoid any disturbance in convergence to steady-state solution. Any disturbance from the phase-behavior calculations will cause an excessive increase in CPU time. When the phase-behavior computations are decoupled from pressure and species-conservation calculations, we have an easier time finding the source of possible problems in code testing and development and can ensure efficient and robust phase-behavior calculations.
The species-conservation equation and the pressure equation in difference form can be written as (see Appendix D):
where The term V fm n −V pm n on the right side of Eq. 10 represents the volume error carried over from the last timestep and is used to correct the error in the pressure equation in the current timestep (Acs et al. 1985) . The terms C Tm n and V Tmi n are calculated with the Peng-Robinson equation of state (PR-EOS) (Peng and Robinson 1976) . In this work, there is no source or sink term; therefore, q i in Eq. 11 is set equal to zero. The diffusion term ٌи ͚ j‫1ס‬ 2 ͑S j n J ji n ͒ is evaluated explicitly. In Eq. 11, for the values of c j n , k rj n , x ji n , and j n at the interface of the cells, we use single-point upstream weighting. For saturation and diffusion coefficients in the diffusion term (Eq. 11), harmonic averaging is found more suitable and would increase the stability of the system.
In our scheme, first, pressure is calculated implicitly by solving Eq. 10. Then, using Eq. 9, the number of moles of each component is updated, and the overall composition of each component becomes readily available. Subsequently, stability analysis is performed using the accelerated successive substitution method suggested by Michelsen (1982) . If the stability analysis indicates that the mixture is in a two-phase state, then flash calculations provide saturation and phase compositions of the mixture using a combination of the accelerated successive substitution iterative (ASSI) method and the Newton method (Michelsen and Mollerup 2004) . In this work the above method for stability and flash worked well. However, in some complicated problems, one may need to follow the approach by for a robust stability testing. Phase recognition in single-phase systems is an important part of the simulation; it is performed by calculating the critical temperature of the mixture .
The robustness and efficiency of phase-equilibrium calculations has a direct and strong effect on the performance of our model. Because reaching steady state is the main objective in our calculations, the robustness of phase-equilibrium calculations is extremely important; for example, a single failure in a cell in a timestep in phase-equilibrium calculations can delay reaching the steady state and increase CPU time enormously, and it even can cause divergence in the solution. The phase-equilibrium calculations take a significant part of the total CPU time. Therefore, increasing the efficiency of these calculations can increase the overall efficiency significantly.
We sometimes have encountered a problem in phase-split calculations. When the amount of phase (either gas or liquid) is very small, the Newton method diverges frequently to unphysical values. We have solved this problem by returning to the ASSI method. From our experience, the ASSI method can overcome the deficiency of the Newton method. Also, for increasing the efficiency of the flash calculations, we use the ASSI method only in the first timestep. For subsequent timesteps, for cells in the twophase region, we use the K-values of the previous timestep as an initial guess for the Newton method and perform flash calculations without stability-analysis testing. It is known that the Newton method converges quadratically from a good initial guess. Our experience shows that K-values from the previous timestep often provide a good initial guess for the Newton method. When the Newton method does not converge to a correct solution, we use stability analysis to check if the mixture is in a two-phase or a single-phase state. In rare cases in which the stability analysis shows that the mixture is in a two-phase state, a flash calculation is performed with the ASSI method. Using this approach drastically reduces the computational cost because it not only saves us from doing stability analysis for all the cells at every timestep, but it also decreases significantly the number of iterations in flash calculations.
The phase recognition is performed only in the first timestep. If the mixture at a mesh point is in a single-phase state at timestep (n-1) and remains single-phase at timestep n, we assume that no phase change has occurred during this timestep. When the mixture is in a single-phase state at timestep n while it was in a two-phase state at timestep (n-1) with high gas (liquid) saturation, the mixture is gas (liquid) at timestep n. This procedure has been tested extensively (in our examples) by comparing the results with those obtained with flash and phase-recognition calculations for all the mesh points at each timestep in the entire domain.
Numerical Results
The model presented above has been verified with experimental data of species separation in a thermogravitational column (Nasrabadi et al. 2006) . In this work, we have selected two sets of examples. In the first set, a binary mixture is considered. In the second set, a 10-component reservoir fluid is studied in a large reservoir. In the reservoir scale problem, we allow for both homogeneous and layered media with and without anisotropy in permeability.
In these examples, the Peng-Robinson equation of state is used to calculate the density and phase behavior, and the viscosity is calculated with the correlation of Lohrenz et al. (1964) . We assume the term 1/F to be equal to 0.2 and multiply the molecular-, thermal-, and pressure-diffusion coefficients by this value. The purpose of the calculations is to investigate the combined effect of diffusion and convection on compositional variation and GOC location.
Binary Example. Let us consider a 2D vertical rectangular porous medium of width 1000 m and height 200 m saturated with a binary mixture of C 1 /C 3 . The vertical and horizontal temperature gradients are −3 K/100 m and 1.5 K/km, respectively. The vertical temperature gradient of −3 K/100 m is of the order observed in many reservoirs. The horizontal temperature gradient of 1.5 K/km is also in line with measured data in offshore Brazilian fields and unpublished data from many reservoirs. We have performed cal-culations for two permeabilities: k‫1.0ס‬ and 10 md. The porosity is set to 20% .The gridding considered in this example is 41×41. Various sensitivity studies demonstrated that this level of gridding is adequate for this problem. We use linear relative permeability in this example. We also tested nonlinear relative permeability (k rj ‫ס‬S j 3 ) and found that the steady-state results are not affected, although it took longer to reach steady state.
The first initial condition for this system is selected to be the convection-free state, which is obtained using the model described in Ghorayeb et al. (2003) . The convection-free solution is obtained on the basis of the pressure and composition of a reference point (located at the center of the cavity: x‫005ס‬ m, z‫001ס‬ m). At the reference point, the composition, temperature, and pressure are set at 20% C 1 /80% C 3 , T‫643ס‬ K, and p‫5.75ס‬ bar (slightly above the bubblepoint pressure, see Fig. 2 ), respectively. The reason for the choice of the pressure close to the bubblepoint pressure is to allow for the GOC to be near z‫001ס‬ m and x‫005ס‬ m (the middle of the cavity). The predicted molecular-, thermal-, and pressure- Ghorayeb and Firoozabadi (2000b) . Note that in a binary mixture, one component will be used as reference. Here, we use C 3 as the reference. A negative thermal-diffusion coefficient for methane implies that methane will segregate toward the hot side, but because of the gravity effect (that is, pressure diffusion), there is more methane segregation to the top. Fig. 3a presents the contour plot of methane composition at the initial condition using the convection-free model. The calculations are first performed for k‫1.0ס‬ md. The results for k‫1.0ס‬ md at steady state are used to perform the calculation for k‫01ס‬ md. The steady state is considered to be reached when the relative difference of pressure and compositions in any point of the cavity does not change from one timestep to another within a given relative tolerance (5.0E-11 for pressure and 1.0E-11 for composition).
The contour plot of C 1 composition at different times for k‫1.0ס‬ md using the convection-free model is shown in Fig. 3b . Note that the GOC becomes horizontal toward steady state after natural convection is included. Fig. 4 shows the contour plot of C 1 composition at steady state with and without thermal diffusion. One can see that thermal diffusion decreases the variation in composition (in the liquid column) and results in a more uniform mixture. Fig. 5 shows the velocity profiles at the same times as in Fig. 3b . The evolution of the convection cells shown in Fig. 5 reveals the development of two main rotating cells (one in the gas region and one in the oil region) at steady state.
We also assumed a uniform pressure and composition in the domain as the initial condition. The pressure and composition is chosen such that there is nearly the same total number of moles of each component in the entire domain, as in the previous test. This leads to p‫1.75ס‬ bar and 23.8% C 1 /76.2% C 3 at t‫.0ס‬ Here, the entire domain is initially in a two-phase state.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the plot of C 1 composition and velocity profiles at different times for k‫1.0ס‬ md using a uniform initial condition, respectively. These two figures show a clear difference between the results using the uniform initial condition and the convection-free initial condition at early times, but close to steady state, the difference becomes less; at steady state, the results are similar, showing that the steady-state solution of the problem is path-independent. This difference can be seen for the velocity profiles at 3.0×10 4 years. In the latter, there is a nearly large two-phase region in the middle of the cavity that does not exist in the former because phase segregation takes longer in uniform initialization. The contour plots of C 1 composition at steady state (k‫1.0ס‬ md) with and without thermal diffusion are the same as those in Fig. 4 ; once again, we demonstrate that different initial conditions do not affect the steady-state results.
Next, we study the effect of permeability on segregation. Fig. 8 shows the contour plot of C 1 composition at different times for k‫01ס‬ md using the results of k‫1.0ס‬ md at steady state as the initial condition. It can be seen that, in the oil column, an increase in permeability increases the uniformity of the mixture. Fig. 9 compares steady-state results for k‫01ס‬ md with and without thermal diffusion. It shows a significant effect of thermal diffusion on species segregation. Fig. 10 presents a velocity profile revealing a difference between k‫1.0ס‬ md and 10 md. Here, there are two main rotating cells in the gas cap, while for k‫1.0ס‬ md, there is only one main rotating cell. However, in the oil column, similar to k‫01ס‬ md, there is one main rotating cell.
Multicomponent Example. In the past, Ghorayeb and Firoozabadi (2000a) have studied multicomponent convection and diffusion in single-phase systems for a near-critical gas/condensate reservoir reported by Lee and Chaverra (1998) . We use the multicomponent fluid and change pressure so that the mixture is in a two-phase state. Here, we apply a uniform initial condition (i.e., uniform pressure and composition) in the entire domain. Table 1 lists relevant reservoir data as well as the initial uniform pressure, temperature at the reference point, and gridding used in this example. Table 2 presents the fluid overall composition and critical properties, acentric factors, and binary interaction coefficients between methane and other components used for the PR-EOS. Binary interaction coefficients between CO 2 and the other components are 0.150; the remainder of the coefficients are set to zero. The composition of equilibrium phases at the reference point at initial time (T‫224ס‬ K and p‫051ס‬ bar) is listed in Table 3 . Predicted molecular-, thermal-, and pressure-diffusion coefficients for each phase (in open space) at the reference point at initial time (T‫224ס‬ K and p‫051ס‬ bar) are presented in Tables 4 through 6 . Here, with the multicomponent mixture, we have chosen examples with an isotropic homogeneous domain and an anisotropic layered domain. We use linear relative permeability for the homogeneous Fig. 4 -Effect of thermal diffusion on compositional variation at steady state; convection-free initialization, k=0.1 md, binary mixture, h=200 m, b=1000 m, with and without thermal diffusion. Fig. 5-Velocity streamlines at different times; convection-free initialization, k=0.1 md, binary mixture, h=200 m, b=1000 m, with thermal diffusion. domain and nonlinear relative permeability (k rj ‫ס‬S j 3 ) for the layered domain. Although the nonlinear relative permeability does not affect steady-state results, we use it for the layered domain to examine the performance of our model at unsteady state.
Homogeneous Reservoir. Fig. 11 shows the contour plots of C 1 composition at different times for k‫1.0ס‬ md. One observes that the methane composition varies in the gas cap from nearly 76% at the top left corner to nearly 73% at the bottom right corner. The compositional variation in the oil column is not pronounced. Fig. 12 shows composition contour plots of C 1 and C 7+ for k‫1.0ס‬ md at steady state with and without thermal diffusion. There is considerable compositional variation in the gas region. However, in the oil column, there is less variation in composition. Also, it can be seen that thermal diffusion has a pronounced effect on compositional variation, especially in the oil column.
Heterogeneous Anisotropic Reservoir. We introduced five horizontal layers with different permeabilities in a domain to study the effect of permeability layering. We also included permeability anisotropy of k v /k h ‫,1.0ס‬ where k v and k h are vertical permeability and horizontal permeability, respectively. Fig. 13 shows the distribution of horizontal permeability in the domain. The horizontal permeabilities of layers are 0.1, 0.05, 1, 10, and 2 md from bottom to top. The thickness of each layer is the same. We also have made a run with k v /k h ‫1ס‬ (results are not shown for the sake of brevity). There is less compositional variation than in the results with permeability anisotropy.
Figs. 14 and 15 present the contour plots of C 1 and C 7+ composition at different times. Comparing steady-state results from these figures and Fig. 12 (the results with thermal diffusion in a homogeneous reservoir) shows the pronounced effect of permeability heterogeneity and anisotropy on compositional variation. It can be seen that introducing the layers has affected both the trend and values of species distribution significantly.
Conclusions
A model for two-phase multicomponent diffusion and convection in porous media is presented. Results for the binary and multicomponent mixtures show the importance of natural convection on the GOC in a nonisothermal medium. Because of natural convection, the GOC is almost horizontal in the entire 2D cross section. Natural convection clearly has an important effect on the phase distribution. We believe the model presented in this work will set the stage for the proper initialization of hydrocarbon reservoirs in which the nonequilibrium effects are important. The bulk velocity of phase j is given by Darcy's law: Using Eqs. A-3 and A-4, Eq. A-2 can be written as
Appendix B-Derivation of Pressure Equation
We use the concept of volume-balance method by Acs et al. (1985) , which states that the total volume of fluid occupying the pore space, V f , must be equal to the pore-space volume, V p : From Eq. B-1, Using Eqs. B-5 through B-7, one can derive 
By using Eqs. A-5, A-6, and B-2, we can write Eq. B-9 in the form d dp
where and Detailed expressions for the above coefficients are provided in Ghorayeb and Firoozabadi (2000b) . Eq. C-1 also can be written as In the above expressions, R, f i , and ␦ ij denote the universal gas constant, the fugacity of component i, and the Kronecker delta, respectively; the subscript x j is defined by and V i are calculated using the PR-EOS; the value of i used in this work is fixed equal to 4 based on a previous study by Shukla and Firoozabadi (1998) . At steady state, the diffusion flux vanishes; Eq. C-2 then reduces to which provides the condition for thermodynamic equilibrium in an isothermal n-component mixture. Eq. C-7 is integrated using a forward first-order finite difference scheme to calculate composition and pressure in the entire domain (Ghorayeb et al. 2003) .
Appendix D-Discretization
From Eq. B-1, one writes where n is the timestep number (n+1 stands for current timestep) and m is the block number. Then, using a first-order Taylor expansion, one may obtain: 
